THE WORLD’S

FINEST

WHEELS
When Nippon Steel and Sumitomo Metal Corporation (NSSMC) officially

acquired Standard Steel in 2012, it forged a strategic partnership uniquely
positioned to create the world’s cleanest, strongest, safest and most
advanced forged steel railroad wheels and axles.

THE WORLD’S

CLEANEST

STEEL
Our multi-million dollar addition of a world-class twin tank ladle furnace/
vacuum degassing facility produces steel that’s more pure, with fewer

inclusions, than ever before. Core material characteristics that make a
measurable difference in how you roll.

AMERICAN INSPIRATION.
JAPANESE INNOVATION.
Imagine an American company founded
in 1795 as Freedom Forge in Burnham, Pennsylvania,
a company that would first establish and then redefine
the standard for railroad wheel manufacturing as
America grew into a global industrial power. That
company is Standard Steel.

Now imagine a Japanese company that
united separate titans of industrial steel manufacturing
to become the world’s leading integrated steel producer,
with product lines inclusive of high-grade steel for
automotive, energy, civil engineering and railway
applications. That company is NSSMC.

Together, we’re making history.
Through a multi-million dollar industrial capitalization
and process improvement initiative made complete by
the NSSMC acquisition, Standard Steel is poised to make
history again as North America’s only manufacturer of
premium forged steel railway wheels and axles.
Ours is a story of applied innovation and
forward-thinking perseverance that has completely
reimagined the Standard Steel railroad wheel and axle
manufacturing process.
A story that can redefine how Class I railroads, freight
railcar builders, railcar and locomotive maintenance
shops roll for the next 100 years.
Because as you will see, ultra-clean, incredibly strong
steel, forged to exacting tolerances and meticulously
scrutinized for uniform quality and conformity, makes
Standard Steel the new standard-bearer for railroad
wheels and axles in the 21st century.

TODAY’S
HEAVIER
DEMAND
The railroad industry demands a proactive response to high-speed rail,

increased axle loads, long grades with drag braking, and a growing need for
longer service life. To meet these demands, we’ve recreated the way we
make forged wheels and axles. In the process, a new standard was born.

SAFETY

comes
standard
With increased regulatory scrutiny of heavy haul transit and commuter
safety issues, what we put beneath our railcars is nearly as important
as what rides upon them. Together with NSSMC, we’re forging superior,
ultra-clean steel wheels and axles, meticulously crafted to meet the
stringent safety demands of today and tomorrow.

HOW WE ROLL

THE BOTTOM LINE
Superior micro-cleanliness, increased dimensional
accuracy and extended wheel life achieved through
radical steelmaking improvements.

BETTER STEEL.
BETTER WHEELS.
The investments we’ve made
in adding a basic lined furnace, water cooling
system and twin-tank ladle refining/vacuum
degassing facility—combined with a new inclined
rotary dish press and an upgrade to our electric
arc furnace—have paid remarkable dividends for
a measurably cleaner, stronger and more
uniform steel.

Furnace Improvement Benefits
• Steel melted & tapped faster
• Precise temperature, chemistry & cleanliness
control in ladle
• Lower residual hydrogen content
• Reduced alumina, sulfide and oxide inclusions;
ultra clean steel
• Improved microcleanliness
• Reduced rolling contact fatigue shelling for 
extended wheel life

Inclined Rotary Dish Press Benefits
• Rounder wheels with minimum tape size variation
• Improved concentricity between hub & tread OD
• Closer to net-shape forging & reduced machine time
• More useable wear metal at tread surface

THE RIGHT STUFF

MADE FASTER.
MADE STRONGER.
Significant upgrades to Standard Steel’s
hydraulic systems and handling equipment, band
saw shop, 10,000 ton forging press and in-line
heat treatment process delivered measurable
improvements in production speed and capacity.

THE BOTTOM LINE
A complete process upgrade significantly increases efficiency,
production capacity and speed; from ingot to forging press
to multi-stage heat treatment.

Production Line Upgrades & Benefits
• Band saw replacements (11) for higher 
horsepower & less downtime
• Five new Glama handling robots increase 		
speed & precision
• New forging press hydraulics increase forge
speeds over 300%
• Faster, more efficient die cooling for extended
die life

• Rolling mill upgrades to controls & software
minimize cycle times

In-Line Heat Treating Process Benefits
• Radical redesign utilizes existing wheel heat
	 to speed austenitizing for heat treating
• Reimagined quench system doubles units 
to virtually eliminate downtime
• Innovative monorail system supports higher 		
volume & greater speed
• Drastic reduction in natural gas costs/usage

A NEW ERA

SETTING A HIGHER
STANDARD.
Our enterprise-wide modernization project
saw the installation of a new rolling mill and
upgraded 10,000 ton forging press, dynamic new
product testing procedures, plus installation of
North America’s largest band-saw operation. This
ushered in a new era of efficiency, speed and
unmatched quality for Standard Steel.

Band Saw & Rolling Mill
Improvement Benefits
• Eleven Berhinger band saws increase raw material
yield and add precision & consistency
• New Wagner Vertical Wheel Rolling Mill is the
most modern in the world
• Mandrel-free rolling & dimensional excellence
with new computer controls
• Rotary hearth furnace installed with regenerative
burners for greater efficiency
• Two stage dishing and punching for modern “S”
shape provides lower thermal stress
• Automated stamping & indexing of wheels
ensures consistency, removes manual labor

Phased Array Inspection Benefits
• Ultrasonic Phased Array testing technology
installed to exceed new standards
• Computer controlled Phased Array rim ultrasonic
inspection is faster, more exacting and responsive
• Improvement in inspection sensitivity and		
volumetric coverage

THE BOTTOM LINE
Our modernization revitalizes our efficiency, from melt shop
to forge to product testing—increasing capacity, improving
quality and streamlining production.

FORGING AHEAD

SUPERIOR QUALITY
FORGED AXLES.
As Gross Rail Loads (GRL’s) continue to
increase within the railroad industry, so too must
our ability to respond to greater stress tolerance
demands. Since Standard Steel is already producing
micro-clean axle steel—we are uniquely positioned
to meet current standards and aggressively respond
to new ones that may arise.

Forged Axle Unique Processes
• Mults heated to approximately 2300°F in a walking
beam furnace prior to forging within our Advanced
Forging and Machining (AFM) shop
• Mults forged into a “double axle” in a specially 		
designed GFM forging machine—then torch-cut into
individual axles and straightened prior to heat treatment
• Double-normalizing and tempering process meets
Association of American Railroads (AAR) requirements
for mechanical properties and grain size
• Axles are hood-cooled and staged for complete 		
three-part axle machining prior to undergoing
rigorous quality control

Forged Axle Process Benefits
• Compact and efficient layout of the AFM leads to 		
efficient, effective freight car axle production

THE BOTTOM LINE
Recent extensive melt shop modernization, including ladle
refining and vacuum degassing, has improved the inherent
steel quality used for axle production.

• Meticulous visual, dimensional and ultrasonic 		
testing, plus tensile and grain size testing, prior to
axle shipment
• Ultra-clean, high-strength steel with fewer inclusions
makes for better, stronger axles

TOMORROW’S

LIMITLESS
POTENTIAL
What we’ve already done this century is only the beginning of what we

can do for you. Our enterprise-wide capital improvements, meticulous
quality control, enhanced capacity and keen eye toward safety have set

a radical new standard for railroad wheel and axle manufacturing.

THE NEW

STANDARD

BEARER
With proven superior forged, low-stress wheel designs and ultra-clean,

ladle refined, vacuum degassed steel, you simply will not find a better,
stronger or safer railroad wheel or axle anywhere in the world. Make the
new Standard Steel your only standard for rail transit!

100%
RECYCLED STEEL
We were green before it was cool to be green
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Business Card

THE BOTTOM LINE
What do you get when you cross a centuries-old legend in
railroad wheel manufacturing with one of the world’s most
innovative steel companies? The best railroad wheels and
axles on the planet—from Standard Steel and NSSMC.

Business Card

STANDARD STEEL

www.StandardSteel.com
(717) 242-4940
500 North Walnut Street
Burnham, Pennsylvania 17009
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